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[1] idea + [13] writers = an erotic anthology like no other!

Chemical [se]X by Oleander Plume starts off this unique collection with a bang. Using a top-secret
ingredient, two lonely scientists create the most powerful aphrodisiac chocolates the world has ever seen.

The idea: What would happen if these chocolates reached the hands of consenting adults?

13 writers: From seasoned writers to fresh new voices, each author took the idea and ran - creating mini-
masterpieces of chocolate, seduction, and red-hot sizzling sex that will leave your cheeks burning and your
fingers reaching for just...one...more!

The anthology: A stale marriage finds its spark, hot man on man sex at a roller disco, a sub turns Domme,
twosomes become threesomes become foursomes, coworkers turn sex partners, dinner parties go wild,
friends become lovers, scorching marital romance in a subway station, a woman finds freedom from a strict
religious order - these chocolates need to carry a warning, just like this book: too hot to handle!

Authors (in order of appearance): Oleander Plume, Jade A. Waters, Dario Dalla Lasta, Malin James,
Tabitha Rayne, Jacob Louder, F. Leonora Solomon, Exhibit A, C.E. Hansen, L. Maretta, Ella Dawson,
Tamsin Flowers, Annabeth Leong

Take a bite of Chemical [se]X and taste the attraction!
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From reader reviews:

Robert Johnson:

In other case, little folks like to read book Chemical [se]X. You can choose the best book if you love reading
a book. Provided that we know about how is important a book Chemical [se]X. You can add knowledge and
of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can
understand everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you will end up known. About
simple matter until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we can open a book or searching
by internet device. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel bored to go to the library. Let's
examine.

Ryan Calhoun:

The book Chemical [se]X can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So why
must we leave the good thing like a book Chemical [se]X? A few of you have a different opinion about
reserve. But one aim which book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer
together with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you are able to give for each
other; you are able to share all of these. Book Chemical [se]X has simple shape however, you know: it has
great and large function for you. You can look the enormous world by open and read a reserve. So it is very
wonderful.

Dawn Williams:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading habit
give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the
book which improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve you
read, if you want have more knowledge just go with training books but if you want sense happy read one
together with theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The actual Chemical [se]X is kind of
publication which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Tracy Rendon:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you may have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. One particular activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like
on roller coaster you are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Chemical [se]X, you can
enjoy both. It is great combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can
occur its mind hangout people. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.
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